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A NEW DAX: Germany’s main equity index, the DAX, has its biggest ever overhaul September
20th, growing from 30 to 40 stocks. With over $9 trillion tracking equity indices globally, such
changes matter. This is a welcome update, adding diversification, but keeping its deep cyclical
character. It's unfashionable, with many hoping for more US-style tech, but we think it is an
asset with today’s cyclical GDP rebound, and has beaten global equities long term (see chart).

THE CHANGES: The new DAX stocks like online leaders Zalando (ZAL.DE) and HelloFresh
(HFG.DE), and health-techs Siemens Healthineers (SHL.DE) and Qiagen (QGEN.DE), all add
some welcome sector diversity. But the DAX stays cyclicals-focused on chemicals, autos, and
industrials. This 40% cyclical weighting is joined by more, like Symrise (SY1.DE), Brenntag
(BNR.DE), and Porsche (PAH3.DE). Other changes include a more regular twice-a-year
membership review. Also a profitability requirement that will effectively exclude high growth but
loss-making stocks, like disgraced Wirecard, but also the likes of German mRNA pioneers
BioNTech (BNTX) and CureVac (CVAC), which have chosen to list elsewhere, on the NASDAQ.

OLD SCHOOL: DAX becomes more diversified but keeps its distinct deep-cyclical flavour. This
is unfashionably good, allowing it to strongly benefit from the unfolding economic recovery, and
making among our favoured global markets. The German forward-looking PMI growth indicator
is at 60, near the world's highest, and 5 points over the US. This year’s earnings growth will be
at least 50%, ten points above the US, but the DAX’s P/E valuation 35% cheaper at only 15.5x.

TODAY: US inflation due with market hoping for at least stable (5.4% vs last year), after recent
8.3% producer price shock, to allow the Fed to go-slow on its march to tighten monetary policy.
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